gdpr360 – about us
Put GDPR on the agenda before it becomes the agenda!
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GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation)
Bit like the Data Protection Act (1998)
but more prescriptive and quasi-judicial
applicable decisions made collectively
by 27 EU member states

What is it?

Effective 25 May 2018
(published May 2016) but
immediately relevant

No!

Does Brexit change anything for us?

we’re still liable

Be aware of all implications
ð Anti-profiling (automation)
ð Privacy vs. security
ð Individual rights (erasure, right to damages in
court for infringement)
ð Consent (meaningful membership?)
ð … and more …

Is it severe?

Penalties
N €20m
N 4% worldwide annual turnover
N Some EU states willing to apply
custodial sentences

What does this mean for us?
Prepare, prepare
ð Link in with other activities
ð Consider privacy as strategy
ð Enforce privacy-by-design
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Some of the new rules
§ A right to be forgotten
§ ‘Clear and affirmative consent’ to the processing of private data by the
person concerned

§ A right to transfer your data to another service provider
§ The right to know when your data has been hacked
§ Ensuring that privacy notices are explained in clear and
understandable language

§ Stronger enforcement and fines up to 4% of firms’ total worldwide
annual turnover, as a deterrent to breaking the rules

Consent
Right to be Forgotten
Data Portability
Privacy by Design and Default
Privacy Impact Assessments
Data Processors and 3rd Parties
Compliance Responsibilities
Data Protection Officer
Fines
Mandatory Breach Disclosures
Litigation
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What about others?
§ Just over half (55%) of European businesses are well briefed on the
GDPR and its impact on the way that customer data can be handled

§ 63% admitted that data complexity is one of the biggest hurdles to
achieving compliance

§ 53% said that securing and handling customers’ consent for their
data to be used would be another major hurdle

§ Despite the risks of failing to comply, 68% of businesses don’t yet
have a comprehensive plan in place for how they will respond to the
impact of the GDPR
Vanson Bourne (June, 2016)
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What about your data?
§ Respondents also said that the use of outsourcers (81%) and
mobile technology (63%) is making it even harder to keep track of
where customer data resides

§ 68% of respondents said the complexity of modern IT services
means they can’t always know where customer data is

§ 86% of businesses use live customer data to test applications
during software development. However, just one in five
respondents ask for explicit customer consent for their data to be
used in testing, leaving the majority non-compliant with the GDPR

Vanson Bourne (June, 2016)
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Aren’t we DPA compliant already?
Good question, but GDPR extends the scope of the DPA (and will replace it) …

Fair
processing
notices
New data
subject rights

Security

Accountability

Data
Protection
Officer

Enforcement
Consent
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Special categories

Personal data

Any information relating to an identified or
identifiable natural person (‘data subject’)

… is any data that reveals

... and can be identified, directly or indirectly, by
reference to an identifier such as

§
§
§
§
§
§

collection
a name
an identification number
an online identifier
location data
one or more factors specific to the physical,
physiological, genetic, mental, economic,
cultural or social identity of that natural person

§
§
§
§
§
§

racial or ethnic origin
political opinions
religious or philosophical beliefs
trade union membership,
genetic data
biometric data for the purpose of uniquely
identifying a natural person
§ a natural person's sex life or sexual orientation
§ health
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Personal Data examples
§ Customer
¶
¶
¶
¶
¶
¶
¶
¶
¶
¶

Name
Address
Date of birth
Account number
Bank Account Number
E-mail address
(dynamic) IP address

§ Employee
¶
¶
¶
¶
¶
¶
¶

Name, Address; Date of birth
Employee Number
Bank Account Number
Car Registration
Performance Review
Trade Union Membership (special category)
Fact they have a mental health issue (special category)

MPRN number
Medical requirements (special category)
Criminal record (special category)

Or ‘one or more factors specific to their physical, mental, economic, cultural or social identity’
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Processing

Any operation or set of operations which is
performed on personal data or on sets of personal
data, whether or not by automated means

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

collection
recording
organisation
structuring
storage
adaptation or alteration
retrieval
consultation
use
disclosure by transmission
dissemination or otherwise making available
alignment or combination
restriction
erasure or destruction
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Consent
Any freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous
indication of the data subject's wishes
• by which he or she, by a statement or by a clear
affirmative action
• signifies agreement to the processing of personal data
relating to him or her

§ Basically this means no automatic opt-ins
§ Historical consent must be considered very carefully
¶ Where you have already collected consent from data
subjects prior to 25th May 2018

¶ it is not necessary to collect that consent a second time in
consequence of the GDPR

¶ provided that the initial consent was compliant with the
requirements of the GDPR
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Subject rights (i)
§ Provide with information (at the time of collection) on:
¶ the identity and the contact details of the controller and, where applicable, of the controller's representative
¶ the contact details of the data protection officer, where applicable
¶ the purposes of the processing for which the personal data are intended as well as the legal basis for the
processing

¶ the legitimate interests pursued by the controller or by a third party
¶ the recipients or categories of recipients of the personal data, if any
¶ where applicable, the fact that the controller intends to transfer personal data to a third country or international
organisation

¶ the period the personal data will be stored or the criteria used to determine that period
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Subject rights (ii)
§ Provide with information (at the time of collection) on:
¶ the right to request access to and rectification or erasure of personal data or restriction of processing or to object
to processing as well as the right to data portability

¶ the right to withdraw consent at any time, without affecting the lawfulness of processing based on consent
before its withdrawal

¶ the right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority
¶ whether the provision of personal data is a statutory or contractual requirement, or a requirement necessary to
enter into a contract, as well as whether the data subject is obliged to provide the personal data and of the
possible consequences of failure to provide such data

¶ the existence of automated decision-making, including profiling and meaningful information about the logic
involved, and significance and the envisaged consequences of such processing

¶ if SGN intends to further process the personal data for a purpose other than that for which the personal data
were collected, provide prior to that further processing with information on that other purpose
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Necessary for the performance of a
task carried out in the public interest
or in the exercise of official authority
vested in the controller

Data subject has consented
to the processing

necessary for compliance
with a legal obligation

Lawful
processing
(or 6 ways to
comply

It is necessary in order to protect
the vital interests of the data subject
or of another natural person

Necessary for the entry into, or performance of, a
contract or in order to take steps at his or her request
prior to the entry into a contract

We have relevant experience in
court, IT and business regarding
privacy matters
necessary for the purposes of
legitimate interests pursued by you
(or by a 3rd party)
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Formalising GPDR activities …
Programme

Coverage

(Baseline plan covers
approx. 180 activities)

Prioritisation

Existing Programme
Activities (Survive)

2017/18 Programme
Activities (Thrive)
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gdpr360 – Who we are
§ gdpr360 is a specialist organisation that focusses only on the challenges of privacy
§ Accelerated lifecycle method (Govern Æ Discover Æ Plan Æ Remediate)
¶ Supported by a range of services, expertise, implementation capabilities, specialised tools and
¶ A quantitative risk ecosystem (including financial and criminal risk across more than 100 jurisdictions)

§ Multidisciplinary team
¶ Lawyers and legal specialists, privacy experts, specialists in business operations, procurement and contract
management as well as highly experienced architects (business, data, application and process)

§ All our team have relevant and proven experience to guide and assist organisations meet their GDPR
compliance obligations
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Our GDPR Certified Training
is delivered by experts,
lawyers and barristers

Our only business is
privacy and associated
legal risk

All our consultants are
GDPR Certified

What makes
gdpr360
different?

Ongoing engagement with Article
29 Working Party (WP29) and
Information Commissioner’s Office
(ICO)

GDPR thought leadership through:
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

We have relevant experience in
court, IT and business regarding
privacy matters

Accelerated lifecycle method
Enterprise Privacy Architecture (under patent application)
PIA from data subject perspective
DPIA from multijurisdictional financial risk perspective
Accelerated Readiness Review

Data portability technology
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gdpr360 Services
§ gdpr360 provides services relevant to GDPR to ensure that organisations are provided with
¶
¶
¶
¶

a comprehensive view of their exposure and have
a clear vision of what their remediation activities are necessary and
implementation capabilities to ensure that remediation is effective
experience of having done so

§ Our certificated GDPR Professional training course is delivered by lawyers and barristers and is
relevant to all those with a role in ensuring that GDPR compliance is addressed
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Continuous approach helps
organisations of all sizes to pace and
position their GDPR activities

gdpr360 Method

A simple and effective way
of addressing GDPR
compliance challenges

Continuous cycle of
Govern Æ Discover Æ Plan Æ Remediate

Supports differing GDPR
compliance needs and that
Enforcement Day (‘E-Day’), 25th
May 2018, is approaching fast
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gdpr360 Method – Discovery (identify, review and assess)
§ Knowing what position your organisation is in regarding its GDPR compliance
obligation is a necessary starting point

§ Typically we start with an accelerated GDPR Readiness Review that provides a
fast and focussed review within a day
¶ Delivers a 20-30 page status report that can be used immediately to drive planning
activities

§ Further gdpr360 services that can be used during Discovery include:
¶

Awareness

ê
¶

GDPR Training, Awareness and Briefings

Deep dives into specific areas

ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê

Data Protection Impact Assessments
Personal Data Review
Process Review
Policy Review
Privacy and Data Processing Notices Review
Application Landscape Review
Contract Review (Legal)
Contract Review (Commercial)
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gdpr360 Method – Plan (schedule and resource)
§ Planning ensures that you’re addressing your activities with the correct
resources, outcomes, direction and oversight

§ gdpr360 services that can be used during Planning include:
¶ Implementation Plan Review
¶ Recruitment and Vetting for GDPR
¶ Data Protection Impact Assessments
¶ GDPR Training, Awareness and Briefings
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gdpr360 Method – Remediate (update, release and assure)
§ Remediation ensures that all your planning is effectively implemented to
reduce your exposure to GDPR-related financial, operational, reputational and
criminal risk

§ gdpr360 Services that can be used during Planning include:
¶

Privacy by Design

¶

Privacy by Default

¶
¶

Privacy and Data Processing Notices

¶
¶

Recruitment and Vetting for GDPR

¶

Data subject right (DSR) implementations for the eight core rights (not including the three notification rights)

Breach Notifications
DPO-as-a-Service
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gdpr360 Services and Products
§ GDPR Readiness Review

§ DPO-as-a-Service

§ Enterprise Privacy Architecture (creation and exploitation,

§ Breach Notifications

including GDPR-specific Privacy Impact Assessments with
quantified financial and criminal risk analysis - currently under
patent application)

§ DPA and GDPR Privacy/Data Protection Impact Assessments
§ Personal Data Identification/Personal Data Architecture
Review

§ Policy review
§ Privacy by Design Architecture Guidance / Review
§ Privacy by Default Architecture Guidance / Review
§ Document Review (e.g. Business Case, RFI, RFP, RFQ)
§ Security Review

§ Process Review

§ Transactional-level Privacy-By-Design

§ Application Landscape Review

§ Education, Training Courses and Briefings

§ Contract Review – commercial

¶
¶

GDPR Executive briefings

§ Contract Drafting – legal

¶

GDPR Practitioner training

¶

GDPR Foundation training

§ Contract Review – legal
§ Notices / Policies / Statements
§ Recruitment and vetting for GDPR

GDPR Professional training

§ GDPR Implementation Plan Review
§ Implementation of Remediation (especially DSRs)
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Service

Overview

GDPR Readiness Review

This review puts GDPR in the context of your organisation in terms of the personal data you process on the systems you use

Personal Data Identification and Audit / Personal data Architecture

This identifies what personal data you store, what systems the data is stored in and what access controls you need to have to
ensure that non-personal data truly is just that

Process review/audit

Audit identifying processes with GDPR implications

Application Landscape Review

A GDPR view of your organisation's business applications gives you focus on how your data is managed and retained by your
applications

Enterprise Privacy Architecture
(creation and exploitation, including Data Protection Impact
Assessments)

This is the core service. It facilitates automated quantification of risk and potential penalties based on an organisations
metadata collected in the data and process audits and using an internationally patented method and utility

Contract review – commercial

A review of all contracts covering services in which personal data is shared - specifically the (dual roles) roles of
controller/processor and also any contractual obligations where the client is required to notify the supplier of changes in the
(data protection) law/regulatory environment

Contract review – legal

A review of all contracts covering services in which personal data is shared - specifically the (dual roles) roles of
controller/processor and also any contractual obligations where the client is required to notify the supplier of changes in the
(data protection) law/regulatory environment

Notices

Review of fair processing notices across all channels. This includes all notifications required for staff, customers and 3rd parties

Breach notifications

Including the process and information for all parties to be alerted (Supervisory Authority, employees, customers and 3rd
parties) on breach. Development of contingency plans for crisis communications (using ex BBC/ITV staff).

Recruitment and vetting for GDPR

Vetting and validation of permanent/temporary/contract staff involved directly in GDPR-linked duties or on readiness and
remediation projects

Policy review

Covers all policies that are linked to risk, privacy, security, audit, AUP and others that may have a legal effect on the
organisation or individuals within the organisation (for those outside the organisation please see ‘Notices’)

Privacy by Design Architecture Guidance/Review

Gap analysis of current and/or planned architecture against GDPR compliance requirements

Privacy by Default Architecture Guidance/Review

Analysis of webforms and manual documents submitted
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Service

Overview
1.

Courses and Briefings

2.
3.
1.

GDPR Masterclass 4-day and 3-day basic versions going for ISO 17024 certification body approval) + plus online exam [this
is all available now]. eLearning version soon.
DPO Roles and Obligations Course - 2 days
Board and senior exec briefing
Informal advice on GDPR engagement, DPO engagement, and records engagement; and referral to law firms for legal
advice
As above, plus free 1 hour Board-level presentation, or technical / consulting / mentoring work, per month
As above, (internally just our EPA as a service) plus access to full 3-way DPO service and priority access to EPAmethodology-compliant technical consulting. The DPO-specific service will be provided by a GDPR-certified lawyer if
available.

DPO-as-a-Service

2.
3.

Document Review (e.g. Business Case, RFI, RFP, RFQ)

A review of documents covering services in which personal data is shared - specifically the (dual roles) roles of
controller/processor and also any contractual obligations where the client is required to notify the supplier of changes in the
(data protection) law/regulatory environment

Review implementation plan

A detailed readiness review

Implementation (especially DSRs)

Implement whatever component modules of the canonical framework desired by the customer - including mixed
manual/automated components.

Security

Security audit. Includes encryption in transit, encryption at rest, standards compliance, over-reliance on pseudonymization etc.

Transactional-level Privacy-By-Design

Patented software to eliminates individual privacy breaches. Not yet productized but prototype first demonstrated at a pilot
GDPR course in 2015.
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EPA-interoperable Product
Enterprise Privacy Architecture

Board and Senior Exec Briefing

Training DPO Roles and
Obligations

BRN
ETB

Breach Notification
CRC

EPA

Contract Review (Commercial)
CRL

Contract Review (Legal)

TBR

DOC

Document Review

TDP
DPS

Training GDPR Materclass

DPO-as-a-Service

TGD

Implementation Consultancy
and Delivery

ICD

Transactional-level Privacy-ByDesign

TPD
IMP

Application Landscape Review

Implementation (esp DSRs)

SYS
NOT

Security

SEC

Recruitment and Vetting

PBD

Notices

Privacy by Design Review/
Guidance

RVT
PBF

Readiness Review

Privacy by Default Review/
Guidance

RRV

PDA

Data Architecture Review

Policy and Controls Review POL
PLN

Review Implementation
Plan

PDF

Data Flow/Process Review
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EPA-interoperable Product
Enterprise Privacy Architecture

Board and Senior Exec Briefing

Training DPO Roles and
Obligations

BRN
ETB

Breach Notification
CRC

EPA

Contract Review (Commercial)
CRL

Contract Review (Legal)

TBR

DOC

Document Review

TDP
DPS

Training GDPR Materclass

DPO-as-a-Service

TGD

Implementation Consultancy
and Delivery

ICD

Transactional-level Privacy-ByDesign

TPD
IMP

Application Landscape Review

Implementation (esp DSRs)

SYS
NOT

Security

SEC

Recruitment and Vetting

PBD

Notices

Privacy by Design Review/
Guidance

RVT
PBF

Readiness Review

Privacy by Default Review/
Guidance

RRV

PDA

Data Architecture Review

Policy and Controls Review POL
PLN

Review Implementation
Plan

PDF

Data Flow/Process Review
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Put GDPR on the agenda before it becomes the agenda!
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